Structured model of genetic control via the lac promoter in Escherichia coli.
A model that describes induction of protein synthesis from lac-based promoters has been developed and incorporated into the single-cell model of Escherichia coli with transcriptional and translational modifications. Unlike previous models of lac-based promoters, this model allows a priori prediction of the intracellular parameters controlling transcription from lac-based promoters with only the extracellular levels of substrate and inducer as inputs. Because of the structural detail of the model, it is possible to simulate different genetic constructions for comparison, such as Lacl(q) strains versus wild-type cells, or including lacl on a multicopy plasmid. Expression from lac to tac promoters is predicted to yield 5% and 30% of the total cellular protein, respectively, with a pBR322-type plasmid. The model predicts the experimental observation that the Lacl(q) strain is not as fully induced as the wild-type strains, even at higher inducer concentrations. Additionally, the model predicts the right order of magnitude of protein production from lac and tac promoters when mechanisms for attenuation of transcription at lower translational efficiency are considered. Finally, the model predicts that for high copy number systems ribosomes become limiting in the synthesis of plasmid-encoded proteins. (c) 1994 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.